In a quasi-gauge space (X, P) with quasi-gauge P, using the left (right) J -families of generalized quasi-pseudodistances on X (J -families on X generalize quasi-gauge P),
Introduction
There are in the literature many different versions of the well-known theorems due to Banach [] and Nadler [] concerning fixed points for single-valued and set-valued dynamic systems, respectively, in complete metric spaces. Especially, their analogues in more general spaces and concerning nontrivial problems and more complicated situations are important, fascinating and challenging (cf. [-] ).
Recall that a set-valued dynamic system is defined as a pair (X, T), where X is a certain space and T is a set-valued map T : X →  X ; here  X denotes the family of all nonempty subsets of a space X. In particular, a set-valued dynamic system includes the single-valued ©2014 Włodarczyk; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. http://www.fixedpointtheoryandapplications.com/content/2014/1/239 dynamic system (X, T) where T is a single-valued map T : X → X, i.e., ∀ x∈X {T(x) ∈ X}. For m ∈ {} ∪ N, define T [m] 
= T • T • · · · • T (m-times) and T [] = I X (an identity map on X).
Let (X, T) be a set-valued dynamic system. By Fix(T) and Per(T) we denote the sets of all fixed points and periodic points of T, respectively, i.e., Fix(T) = {w ∈ X : w ∈ T(w)} and Per(T) = {w ∈ X : w ∈ T [s] (w) for some s ∈ N}. A dynamic process or a trajectory starting at w  ∈ X or a motion of the system (X, The notion of Banach's contraction belongs to the most fundamental mathematical ideas and a classic result of Banach, from , is the milestone in the history of fixed point theory and its applications. In a slightly different direction is the following elegant result of Nadler on set-valued dynamic systems.
Theorem . (Banach []) Let (X, d) be a complete metric space. Assume that the singlevalued dynamic system (X, T) is (d, λ)-contraction, i.e., ∃ λ∈[;) ∀ x,y∈X d T(x), T(y) ≤ λd(x, y) . (.)

Then T has a unique fixed point w in X (i.e., T(w)
Moreover, in our investigations, we assume additionally that these left (right) contractions are left (right) J -admissible or left (right) partially J -admissible. Also, the cases when these left (right) contractions are left (right) P-quasi-closed maps are described.
Appropriate tools and ideas of studying based on asymmetric structures determined by J -families and also presented examples showed that the results: are new in quasi-gauge, topological, gauge, quasi-uniform and quasi-metric spaces; are new even in uniform and metric spaces; do not require completeness and Hausdorff properties of the spaces (X, P), continuity of contractions, closedness of values of set-valued contractions and properties D
(U, U) = ), η ∈ {, , }, U, V ∈  X ; provide information concerning localizations of periodic and fixed points; and substantially generalize the well-known theorems of Nadler and Banach types.
Quasi-gauge spaces
Before proceeding further, let us record the following.
Definition . Let X be a nonempty set. A quasi-pseudometric space (X, p) is called Hausdorff if
is called a quasi-gauge on X. (C) Let the family P = {p α : α ∈ A} be a quasi-gauge on X. The topology T (P) having as a subbase the family
quasi-gauge P on X with T = T (P) is called a quasi-gauge space and is denoted by (X, P). (E) A quasi-gauge space (X, P) is called Hausdorff if the quasi-gauge P has the property:
(F) Let the family P = {p α : α ∈ A} be a quasi-gauge on X, and let (X, P) be a quasi-gauge space.
is a quasi-gauge space and (X, P ) is called the conjugate of (X, P).
Remark . Each quasi-uniform space and each topological space is a quasi-gauge space (Reilly [, Theorems . and .]). The quasi-gauge spaces are the greatest general spaces with asymmetric structures.
Left (right) J -families
Historically, the first work on the distances in metric spaces (X, d) was done by Tataru [] . Next, the concepts of w-distances, τ -functions and τ -distances in these spaces, which generalize Tataru For a different purpose, in quasi-gauge spaces (X, P) with quasi-gauges P = {p α : α ∈ A} on X, we recall the left (right) J -families of generalized quasi-pseudodistances on X (left (right) J -families generalize quasi-gauges P).
Definition . ([, Section ]) Let (X, P) be a quasi-gauge space.
(A) The family J = {J α : α ∈ A} of maps J α : X × X → [, ∞), α ∈ A, is said to be a left (right) J -family of generalized quasi-pseudodistances on X (left (right) J -family on X, for short) if the following two conditions hold:
the following holds:
In the following remark, we list some basic properties of left (right) J -families in (X, P).
Remark . Let (X, P) be a quasi-gauge space. The following hold:
Left (right) J -balls
In this section we define and characterize the left (right) J -balls in (X, P). http://www.fixedpointtheoryandapplications.com/content/2014/1/239 Example . Let X contain at least two different points, let the family P = {p α : α ∈ A} of quasi-pseudometrics p α : X × X → [, ∞), α ∈ A, be a quasi-gauge on X, and let (X, P) be a quasi-gauge space.
Let the set E ⊂ X containing at least two different points be arbitrary and fixed, and let
Let the family J = {J α : α ∈ A}, J α : X × X → [, ∞), α ∈ A, be defined by the formula:
. Indeed, we see that condition (J ) does not hold only if there exist some α ∈ A and
However, then we conclude that there exists z ∈ {u, w} such that z / ∈ E and u, v, w ∈ E, which is impossible. Therefore,
, condition (J ) holds. Now suppose that the sequences {u m } and {v m } in X satisfy (.) and (.). Then, in particular, (.) yields
By (.) and (.), denoting m = min{m  (α) : α ∈ A}, we conclude that
From (.), the definition of J and (.), we get
The result is that the sequences {u m } and {v m } satisfy (.). Therefore, J is a left J -family. Analogously, we prove that if {u m } and {v m } in X satisfy (.) and (.), then also (.) holds, therefore J is a right J -family. http://www.fixedpointtheoryandapplications.com/content/2014/1/239 (B) Let u ∈ X and let (u m : m ∈ N) be a sequence in X. We say that
There exist examples of quasi-gauge spaces (X, P) and left (right) J -families J on X, J = P, such that (X, P) are left (right) J -sequentially complete, but not left (right) P-sequentially complete.
6 Left (right) J -closed sets Definition . Let (X, P) be a quasi-gauge space, and let the family 
Left (right) J -admissible and left (right) partially J -admissible set-valued maps
The following terminologies will be much used in the sequel. http://www.fixedpointtheoryandapplications.com/content/2014/1/239 Definition . Let (X, P) be a quasi-gauge space, let the family J = {J α : α ∈ A} of maps
there exists w ∈ X such that
We say that a set-valued map T :
(B) We say that a set-valued map T :
Remark . Let (X, P) be a quasi-gauge space, and let the family J = {J α : α ∈ A} of maps
It is evident that each left (right) partially J -admissible on X a set-valued dynamic system (X, T) is left (right) J -admissible on X but the converse not necessarily holds.
Left (right) P-quasi-closed maps
We can define the following generalizations of continuity.
Definition . Let (X, P) be a quasi-gauge space, let (X, T) be a set-valued dynamic system, T : X →  X , and let s ∈ N. The map T [s] is said to be a left (right) P-quasi-closed map on X if for every sequence (
the following property holds: there exists
Definition . Let (X, P) be a quasi-gauge space, let Y be a nonempty subset of X, and let T : Y →  X be a set-valued map. The map T is said to be a left (right) P-quasi-closed
) and having subsequences (v m : m ∈ N) and (u m : m ∈ N) satisfying
Left (right) quasi-distances of Hausdorff type and three kinds of set-valued left (right) contractions of Nadler type
In not necessarily Hausdorff quasi-gauge spaces, we define the left (right) Hausdorff quasidistances (Definition .(A)) and the set-valued left (right) contractions of Nadler type (Definition .(B)).
Definition . Let (X, P) be a quasi-gauge space, let the family J = {J α : α ∈ A} of maps
, α ∈ A, be a left (right) J -family on X, let η ∈ {, , }, and let
are defined as follows:
A and let Y ∈  X . We say that a set-valued map T :
Remark . Let (X, P) be a quasi-gauge space, and let the family J = {J α : α ∈ A} of maps We have the following theorem.
Theorem . Let (X, P) be a quasi-gauge space, let the family
be a left (right) J -family on X, and suppose that η ∈ {, , }.
A and a set-valued dynamic system (X, T),
Proof We prove Theorem . only in the case when J is a left J -family on X, (X, T) is left J -admissible on X or left partially J -admissible on X, and T [s] is left P-quasi-closed map on X, respectively. We omit the proof in the case of 'right' , which is based on an analogous technique.
By (.) and the fact that
such that
In view of (.) and (.), this implies γ
A , and we apply (.) to
We see from (.) and (.) that
Put now
Then, in view of (.), we get γ
A , and applying again (.) we find
Also note that
Indeed, from (.), (.), Definition . and (.), we get
Thus (.) holds. Further, by (J ), (.) and (.), we observe that 
and
Let now m > n. Using (J ) and (.), we get Additionally, by (J ) and (.), we note that Using Part , (.) and (.), by Definition .(B), we have that there exists w ∈ X such that
The consequence of (.) and (
Part . The result now follows at once from Parts -.
Theorem . and its proof immediately yields the following theorem.
Theorem . Let (X, P) be a quasi-gauge space, let the family J = {J α : α ∈ A} of maps J α : X  → [; ∞), α ∈ A, be a left (right) J -family on X, and suppose that η ∈ {, , }.
Assume, moreover, that w
A and a setvalued map r) ) and for every 
(B) If T is left (right) partially J -admissible in w  and if T is left (right) P-quasi-closed
on {w  } ∪ B L-J (w  , r) (on {w  } ∪ B R-J (w  , r)), thenw ∈ Fix(T) such that ∀ m∈N {w m ∈ B L-J (w  , r)} (∀ m∈N {w m ∈ B R-J (w  , r)}), (w m : m ∈ {} ∪ N) is left (right) P-convergent to w and w ∈ B L-J (w  , r) (w ∈ B R-J (w  , r)).
Convergence, existence, periodic point, fixed point, localization and uniqueness results for single-valued left (right) contractions of Banach type
In this section we indicate how to extend the results of the preceding section to singlevalued maps.
Definition . Let (X, P) be a quasi-gauge space, let the family J = {J α : α ∈ A} of maps J α : X  → [; ∞), α ∈ A, be a left (right) J -family on X, and let η ∈ {, }.
as follows:
A and let Y ∈  X . We say that a single-valued map
As a consequence of Definition . and Theorems . and ., we have the following results.
Theorem . Let (X, P) be a quasi-gauge space, let the family
J = {J α : α ∈ A} of maps J α : X  → [; ∞), α ∈ A
, be a left (right) J -family on X, and suppose that
A and let a single-valued dynamic system (X, T), T : 
If, moreover, (X, T) is left (right) partially J -admissible in a point
w  ∈ X, then the point w above satisfies w ∈ B L-J (w  , r) (w ∈ B R-J (w  , r)). (B) If (X, T) is left (right) J -(w m = T [m] (w  ) : m ∈ {} ∪ N) is left (right) P-convergent to w, ∀ m∈N {w m ∈ B L-J (w  , r)} (∀ m∈N {w m ∈ B R-J (w  , r)}) and ∀ α∈A ∀ v∈Fix(T [s] ) J α v, T(v) = J α T(v), v =  . (   .  )
Proof We prove only (.) and (.) and only in the case when J is a left J -family on X, (X, T) is left J -admissible in w  or left partially J -admissible in w  , and T [s] is left Pclosed map on X, respectively. We omit the proof in the case of 'right' , which is based on an analogous technique. Part . Property (.) holds. Indeed, first suppose that
Therefore, (.) holds. Part . Property (.) holds.
If (X, P) is a Hausdorff space, then Remark .(d) and property (.) imply
Suppose now that u, w ∈ Fix(T) and u = w. Then, by Remark . r) ), then Fix(T) = ∅, and there exists a point w ∈ Fix(T) r) ) and
)) and if (X, P) is a Hausdorff space, then there exists w ∈ X
such that Fix(T) = {w}, the sequence ( r) ) and 
Let E = (; ) ∪ (; ) and let J = {J}, where J is of the form
is a quasi-gauge space and (X, P) is left and right P-sequentially complete. 
is a consequence of (a) and (b). Case I... If x =  and y ∈ {, }, then
and, consequently, sup{J(u,
Indeed, this follows from Cases I..-I.. below.
Case I... If x  ∈ {, , } and
(I.) The set-valued dynamic system (X, T) is partially J -admissible in X. In fact, observing that T is of the form d(x, y) = |x -y|, x, y ∈ X, and let (X, T) be defined by
for x ∈ {, },
We see that, for each x ∈ X, T(x) ∈ Cl L-P (X) = Cl R-P (X) where P = {d}. Moreover,
. However, for each λ ∈ [; ), condition (.) for (X, T) does not hold. We argue by contradiction and suppose that
Consider then the case when x  =  and y  = . Then we deduce the following:
which is absurd. http://www.fixedpointtheoryandapplications.com/content/2014/1/239
Remark . Observe that (X, d) and (X, T) defined in Examples . and . are identical. However, Example . shows that we may apply Theorem . with J defined by (.) and satisfying J = P = {d}, and Example . shows that we do not apply Theorem . of Nadler since (.) does not hold.
Example . Let X = [; ] and let P = {p} where p is a quasi-pseudometric on X defined by
Let E = [; ) ∪ (; ] and let J = {J} where J is of the form 
On the other hand, In fact, first note that
Next we see that (.) is equivalent to ∀ ε> ∃ m  ∈N ∀ n>m≥m  {J(w m , w n ) < ε} and so, in particular in view of (.), (.) and (.), this implies Remark . Observe that (X, p) and (X, T) defined in Examples . and . are identical, note that we may apply Theorem . with J defined by (.) and (.) and satisfying J = P = {p} and note, however, that we do not apply Theorem . with J = P = {p}. Thus the existence of a J -family such that J = P is essential. holds.
